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v 6	(possible)	neutron	star	mergers	have	been	reported	by	LIGO/Virgo	

v 1	neuron	star	merger,	GW170817,	with	EM	emission	(kilonova)	

v higher	frequency	than	expected	(0-5	events	per	year	in	O3)	
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what	we	learned	from	the	kilonova	are	…
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comparison	with	GW170817;	Tanaka+2017
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Fig. 2. Optical and near-infrared light curves of SSS17a compared with kilonova models with (left) Ye = 0.10 − 0.40 and (right) Ye = 0.25. The optical and

near-infrared data are taken from Utsumi et al. (2017). For the observed data, the line of sight extinction of E(B − V) = 0.1 mag has been corrected. All the

magnitudes are given in AB magnitudes.

ple power-law form (r−3) from v = 0.05c to 0.2c, which
gives the average velocity of ⟨v⟩ = 0.1c, as a representa-
tive case (Metzger et al. 2010; Metzger 2017). We test three
different element abundances, which approximate the dy-
namical ejecta and post-merger ejecta. The first case de-
picts the abundances in the dynamical ejecta. Numerical
relativity simulations of NS mergers predict wide ranges
of Ye in the dynamical ejecta (Sekiguchi et al. 2015, 2016;
Radice et al. 2016; Foucart et al. 2016), which results in a
wide elemental distribution from Z ∼ 30 to 100. Such el-
ement abundances are shown in the orange line in Figure
1, which are calculated by assuming a flat Ye distribution
from 0.10 to 0.40 (Wanajo et al. 2014). The second and
third cases are for the post-merger ejecta. Since the ele-
ment abundances are subject to uncertainties, we approx-
imately take two representative values of Ye: high Ye (Ye

= 0.30, blue line) and medium Ye (Ye = 0.25, green line).
The high Ye model is completely lanthanide-free while the
medium Ye model contains a small fraction of lanthanide
elements. For all the models in this paper, the element dis-
tribution in the ejecta is assumed to be spatially homoge-
neous. Validity of this assumption is discussed in Section
4.

3 Results

The left panel of Figure 2 compares the observed light
curves of SSS17a (Utsumi et al. 2017) and the model with
Ye = 0.10 − 0.40 (the dynamical ejecta model). We find
that the ejecta mass of 0.03 M⊙ reasonably reproduces
the near-infrared brightness near the peak. However, the
calculated optical light curves are systematically fainter
than the observations by 1.0-1.5 mag at the initial phases
(t < 2 days). This is due to high optical opacities of lan-
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Fig. 3. Time evolution of optical and near-infrared spectral energy distribu-

tion of SSS17a compared with three models. The observational data are

taken from Utsumi et al. (2017). All of the three models assume the same

ejecta mass (0.03M⊙) and the same average velocity (⟨v⟩ = 0.1c). Orange

curves show the model of the dynamical ejecta (Ye = 0.10-0.40) while blue

and green curves show the models with the elemental abundances calcu-

lated with high Ye (Ye = 0.30) and medium Ye (Ye = 0.25), respectively.

v total	ejecta	mass	of	Mej	≈	0.03-0.06	M¤	and	the	lanthanide	mass	
fraction	of	Xlan	≈	0.001-0.01	(see	also	Cowperthwaite+2017,	etc.)	

v no	evidence	of	heavy	r-nuclei	production	(gold,	platinum,	…)		
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Figure 1. Element abundances in the ejecta of NS mergers at
t = 1 day after the merger. The orange line shows abundances for
dynamical ejecta (Wanajo et al. 2014), which is derived by averag-
ing the nucleosynthesis results of Ye = 0.10 − 0.40 assuming a flat
Ye distribution. The blue and green lines show the nucleosynthesis
results from trajectories of Ye = 0.25 and 0.30, respectively, which
represent the abundance patterns of high-Ye post-merger ejecta.
Black points connected with the line show the solar abundance
ratios of r-process elements (Simmerer et al. 2004).

inantly by neutrino heating (Wanajo & Janka 2012;
Perego et al. 2014; Fujibayashi et al. 2017) and nuclear
recombination (Fernández & Metzger 2013). These
components are as a whole denoted as “post-merger”
ejecta in this paper. The post-merger ejecta can consist
of less neutron rich material than in the dynamical
ejecta (Just et al. 2015; Martin et al. 2015; Wu et al.
2016; Lippuner et al. 2017); neutrino absorption as well
as a high temperature caused by viscous heating makes
ejected material less neutron rich or electron fraction Ye
(number of protons per nucleon) higher. If the ejecta
are free from Lanthanide elements, the emission from
post-merger ejecta can be brighter and bluer, which can
be called “blue kilonova” (Metzger & Fernández 2014;
Kasen et al. 2015). However, due to the lack of atomic
data of r-process elements, previous studies assume
opacities of Fe for Lanthanide-free ejecta. To predict
emission properties of kilonova, systematic atomic data
for r-process elements are important (see Kasen et al.
2013; Fontes et al. 2017; Wollaeger et al. 2017).
In this paper, we newly perform atomic structure cal-

culations for selected r-process elements. Using these
data, we perform radiative transfer simulations and
study the impact of element abundances to kilonova
emission. In Section 2, we show methods and results of
our atomic structure calculations. In Section 3, we cal-
culate opacities with these atomic data and discuss the
dependence on the elements. We then apply our data
for radiative transfer simulations in Section 4, and show
light curves of kilonova from dynamical and post-merger
ejecta of NS mergers. Finally we give summary in Sec-
tion 5.

2. ATOMIC STRUCTURE CALCULATIONS

We perform atomic structure calculations for Se (Z =
34), Ru (Z = 44), Te (Z = 52), Ba (Z = 56), Nd
(Z = 60) and Er (Z = 68). These elements are se-

lected to systematically study the opacities of elements
with different open shells: Ba is an open s-shell element,
Se and Te are open p-shell elements, Ru is an open d-
shell element, and Nd and Er are open f-shell elements.
We focus on neutral atom and singly and doubly ionized
ions because these ionization states are most common in
kilonova at t ∼> 1 day after the merger (Kasen et al. 2013;
Tanaka & Hotokezaka 2013).
In Figure 1, these elements are shown with three dif-

ferent abundance patterns in the ejecta of NS merg-
ers. While relativistic simulations of NS mergers predict
wide ranges of Ye between 0.05 and 0.45, the detailed
Ye distributions depend on the NS masses and their ra-
tios as well as the adopted nuclear equations of state
(Sekiguchi et al. 2015, 2016). In this paper, we assume
a flat mass distribution between Ye = 0.10 and 0.40 as
representative of dynamical ejecta. As shown in Figure
1 (orange line), the dynamical ejecta consist of a wide
range of r-process elements from the first (Z = 34) to
third (Z = 78) abundance peaks. For the post-merger
ejecta, we consider single Ye models of 0.25 (green) and
0.30 (blue) for simplicity. The former represents a case
that contains the second (Z = 52) abundance peak and a
small amount of Lanthanides. The latter is a Lanthanide-
free model without elements of Z > 50. For all the mod-
els, the nucleosynthesis abundances of each Ye are taken
from Wanajo et al. (2014).
For the atomic structure calculations, we use two dif-

ferent codes, HULLAC (Bar-Shalom et al. 2001) and
GRASP2K (Jönsson et al. 2013). The HULLAC code,
which employs a parametric potential method, is used
to provide atomic data for many elements while the
GRASP2K code, which enables more ab-initio calcu-
lations based on the multiconfiguration Dirac-Hartree-
Fock (MCDHF) method, is used to provide benchmark
calculations for a few elements. Such benchmark calcula-
tions are important because systematic improvement of
the accuracies is not always obtained with the HULLAC
code especially when little data are available in NIST
Atomic Spectra Database (ASD, Kramida et al. 2015).
By using these two codes, we also study the influence
of the accuracies of atomic calculations to the opacities.
Tables 1 and 2 summarize the list of ions for atomic struc-
ture calculations. In the following sections, we describe
our methods to calculate the atomic structures and tran-
sition probabilities.

2.1. HULLAC

HULLAC (Hebrew University Lawrence Livermore
Atomic Code, Bar-Shalom et al. 2001) is an integrated
code for calculating atomic structures and cross sections
for modeling of atomic processes in plasmas and emission
spectra. The latest version (9-601k) of HULLAC is used
in the present work to provide atomic data for Se i-iii, Ru
i-iii, Te i-iii, Nd i-iii, and Er i-iii. In HULLAC, fully
relativistic orbitals are used for calculations of atomic
energy levels and radiative transition probabilities. The
orbital functions ϕnljm are solutions of the single elec-
tron Dirac equation with a local central-field potential
U(r) which represents a nuclear field and a spherically
averaged interaction with other electrons in atoms,

[

cα · p+ (β − 1)c2 + U(r)
]

ϕnljm = εnljϕnljm, (1)



problems	in	Galactic	chemical	evolution
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single	halo,	[Fe/H]	<		1;	Argast+2004

v delay	time	of	neutron	star	
mergers	(>	a	few	10	Myrs)	
à	[Fe/H]	>		2		only	
(see	also	Wehmeyer+2015)	

1006 D. Argast et al.: Neutron star mergers vs. SNe II as dominant r-process sites

Fig. 4. Evolution of [Eu/Fe] and [Bar/Fe] abundances as a function of metallicity [Fe/H]. NSM with a rate of 2 × 10−4 yr−1, a coalescence
timescale of 106 yr and 10−3 M⊙ of ejected r-process matter are assumed to be the dominating r-process sources. Symbols are as in Fig. 1. The
right-hand panel of this figure is reproduced in the upper right panel of Fig. 5.

model star abundances and the range of the scatter at [Fe/H] ≥
−3, model SN2050 gives the best fit to observations, whereas
model SN810 gives the worst. Note however, that the initial
scatter in [r/Fe] ratios strongly depends on the yields as a func-
tion of progenitor mass. As was discussed in Argast et al.
(2002), the progenitor mass dependence of stellar Fe yields
are not known to date and the distribution of observed ele-
ment abundances as a function of metallicity can easily be re-
produced by the appropriate choice of Fe yields. Additionally,
r-process yields in this work are chosen completely ad hoc and
yet lack any theoretical backup. In view of these uncertainties,
we conclude in accordance with Ishimaru & Wanajo (1999),
that it is not possible to date to rule out either lower-mass or
higher-mass SNe II within the framework of inhomogeneous
chemical evolution.

3.2. NSM as dominating r-process sites

The enrichment of the ISM with r-process elements in the case
of NSM acting as major r-process sources is discussed in the
following. As already mentioned in Sect. 2.2.3, eight model-
runs were carried out in total, assuming NSM rates ranging
from 2×10−3 yr−1 to 2×10−6 yr−2 and coalescence time-scales
of 1 and 100 Myr (see Table 4). A representative example of
the evolution of [Eu/Fe] and [Bar/Fe] as a function of [Fe/H] in
the NSM case is shown in Fig. 4. A condensed overview of all
models displaying only the evolution of [Bar/Fe] is shown in
Figs. 5 and 6. The evolution of r-process abundances is strik-
ingly different from the case in which r-process nucleosynthe-
sis occurs in SNe II (see Figs. 1–3). All models with NSM as
r-process sources fail to reproduce observations.

In Fig. 4, a NSM rate of 2 × 10−4 yr−1, a total of 10−3 M⊙
of ejected r-process matter and a coalescence time-scale tc
of 1 Myr was adopted. Note, that the case discussed here

assumes a NSM rate which is at the upper limit given by
present estimates of the galactic NSM rate: estimates range
from 8 × 10−6 yr−1 (van den Heuvel & Lorimer 1996) to
(10−6−3 × 10−4) yr−1 (Belczynski et al. 2002) and Kalogera &
Lorimer (2000) even give an upper limit of (7.5 × 10−7−1.5 ×
10−5) yr−1. Furthermore, the coalescence timescale adopted in
this model is only 1 Myr, which is two to three orders of
magnitude lower than the classical estimate of 100–1000 Myr
(e.g. Portegies Zwart & Yungel’son 1998; Fryer et al. 1999).
However, Belczynski et al. (2002) suggest the existence of a
dominatingpopulation of short lived neutron star binaries with
merger times less than 1 Myr.

The following qualitative differences are immediately visi-
ble, if Figs. 1–3 are compared to Fig. 4:

1. r-process nuclei appear at the earliest around [Fe/H] ≈
−2.5, whereas r-process elements such as Eu are observed
at [Fe/H] = −3 and probably even down to [Fe/H] = −4
in the case of Bar. The reason for this late injection of
r-process matter in the model is the low NSM rate (com-
pared to the SN II rate). The decisive parameter to obtain a
given NSM rate in the model is the probability PNSM which,
in this case, is set to 4 × 10−3 (see Table 4). Thus, on av-
erage ≈250 SNe II events occur before the first NSM event
and r-process nuclei are injected into an ISM already pre-
enriched by SNe II. The lower the NSM rate, i.e. the lower
PNSM, the later (in time and metallicity) the occurrence of
r-process elements. This late injection of r-process nuclei
by NSM is the reason why we did not consider coalescence
timescales of the order of 1 Gyr: in our model, 1 Gyr af-
ter the first SF event the metallicity of the ISM reached
[Fe/H] ≈ −0.9. The first appearance of r-process nuclei at
this metallicity is clearly not consistent with observations.
Thus, the advantage that the NSM scenario can produce a
large scatter in [r/Fe] close to 3 dex, as observed in ultra

coalescence timescale parameter can shift the appearance of
NS–NS mergers on the [Fe/H] axis but cannot change the
[Eu/Fe] ratio at later times (see Figure 6). This conclusion,
however, is valid only for relatively short coalescence
timescales. In Figure 6, the total number of NS–NS mergers
per unit of stellar mass formed was ´ -5.01 10 5 when using
K06 yields and ´ -7.24 10 5 when using NuGrid yields, for all
chosen values for the coalescence timescale. All of the models
cited in this paragraph, including ours, do not include
hydrodynamics. We note, however, that H15 used constant
coalescence timescales in their hydrodynamic simulations.

When =t 100 Myrcoal (dotted–dashed lines in Figure 6), our
NS–NS mergers appear at an [Fe/H] value that is similar to one
found in M14. However, when tcoal is shorter, our NS–NS mergers
tend to appear at lower [Fe/H] than M14. This can be caused by
the fact that in M14 the coalescence timescale represents the time
span between the CCSNe and NS–NS merger events, whereas in
our model it represents the time span between star formation and
NS–NS merger events. Alternatively, it can be caused by different
treatments of gas and star formation efficiency at early times. As a
matter of fact, because of the abrupt slope of the age−metallicity
relation when [Fe/H] is below −1 (see Figure 4), a slight delay in
the enrichment process, or a slight modification of the enrichment
efficiency, can induce a major change in when NS–NS mergers
first appear on the [Fe/H] axis.

Many uncertainties are associated with the first billion years of
evolution in our model (e.g., very low-metallicity yields, star
formation efficiency, gas content and metal mixing, and strength
of galactic inflows and outflows). Furthermore, we do not think
that our one-zone model is suited to reproducing the evolution of
our Galaxy at early times. Stochastic processes and a proper
treatment of how galaxies assemble in the early universe through
galaxy mergers are currently not included in OMEGA (but see our
recent developments in Côté et al. 2016a). For this reason, we
conclude that it is more reliable to use the total number of NS–
NS mergers, rather than when they appear, to investigate
whether or not NS–NS mergers can be the dominant source of
r-process elements. This number can directly be compared with

population synthesis models (see Section 5). In addition, as will
be shown in Section 6.3, the predicted cosmic NS–NS merger
rate density, which can be compared with upcoming Advanced
LIGO measurements, is more sensitive to the total number of
merger events than to the choice of the DTD function.

4.2. Power-law Distribution

A more realistic implementation is to assume that NS–NS
mergers in a stellar population are distributed over severalbillion
years instead of occurring all after one fixed, constant coalescence
time. Here we explore the DTD function in the form of g-t with
lower and upper time boundaries of 10Myr and 10 Gyr. We refer
to Section 5 for different forms. Figure 7 shows our numerical
predictions using different values for the power-law index, γ. In
all cases, we normalized the DTD functions to generate the same
number of NS–NS mergers, per unit of stellar mass formed, as in
Section 4.1. As shown in Figure 7, our one-zone model cannot
reproduce the Eu trend when g = 1 (solid lines), which is,
however, a value motivated by the work of Dominik et al. (2012).
Our predictions are worst when g = 0.5 (dotted–dashed lines),
since NS–NS mergers are further delayed compared to the case
where g = 1. We reasonably reproduce observations when
g = 2.0 (dashed lines), since this abruptly decreasing power
law brings our implementation closer to the assumption of a
constant coalescence timescale (see Figure 6).
The small variations seen in Figure 7 at [Fe/H]> 0 are

caused by different amount of Eu lost by galactic outflows,
which are more powerful at the beginning of our simulations.
More Eu is thus kept in the system when NS–NS mergers occur
mainly at later times (dotted–dashed lines).

4.2.1. Nonuniform Mixing

As opposed to OMEGA, cosmological zoom-in hydrodynamic
simulations (S15; van de Voort et al. 2015) and semianalytical
models of galaxy formation within a cosmological context
(Komiya & Shigeyama 2016) can reproduce metal-poor stars, at
least down to [Fe/H]∼−3, with g = 1. This highlights major
differences between one-zone models and more sophisticated
simulations. In particular, hydrodynamic simulations self-con-
sistently follow the nonuniform mixing of metals at early times,
which generates significant scatter in the age−metallicity

Figure 6. Predicted chemical evolution of Eu, for different constant coalescence
timescales for NS–NS mergers (different line styles), using the yields calculated
by Kobayashi et al. (2006, red lines), C. West & A. Heger (2017, in preparation,
green lines), and NuGrid (black lines). In this study, the constant coalescence
timescale represents the delay between star formation and the appearance of all
NS–NS mergers in a stellar population. Observational data come from Roederer
et al. (2009, blue triangles), Hansen et al. (2012, blue circles), Roederer et al.
(2014, green crosses), and Battistini & Bensby (2016, blue crosses).

Figure 7. Same as Figure 6, but using a power-law delay-time distribution
function for NS–NS mergers in the form of g-t , applied from 10 Myr to
10 Gyr, with different values for γ (different line styles).

9

The Astrophysical Journal, 836:230 (20pp), 2017 February 20 Côté et al.disk,	[Fe/H]	>		1;	Côte+2017

v delay	time	distribution	of	
neutron	star	mergers	(~	t	γ,	
γ	≈	1)	à	flat	[Eu/Fe]	trend	
(see	also	Hotokezaka+2018)	



problems	solved?
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ensemble	of	sub-halos;	
Ojima,	Ishimaru,	Wanajo+2018

v Galactic	halo	is	an	ensemble	of	
sub-halos	with	different	
chemical	evolutions		
à	r-enhanced	stars	were	born	
in	low-mass	(UFD-like)	sub-
halos	at	low	metallicity	

v a	problem	in	the	Galactic	disk	
may	be	solved	by	considering	
complex	star	formation	
(Shönrich+2019)	or	radial	
migration	(Tsujimoto+2019)?	
à	or	another	site	plays	a	role?	
(see	a	talk	by	N.	Nishimura)	
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Figure 4. Chemical evolution in the Galactic halo as the
ensemble of all sub-halos for case 1, where (a) [Ba/Fe] and
(b) [Eu/Fe] are displayed as functions of [Fe/H]. The colored
areas represent the number distributions of stars in loga-
rithmic scale. The thick (magenta) and thin (black) solid
curves indicate the mean values and the standard deviations
of the [r/Fe] distributions in each 0.1 dex bin of [Fe/H], re-
spectively. The dots show the abundance ratios in the ob-
served Galactic halo stars taken from the SAGA database
(Suda et al. 2008, 2011; excluding upper limits and those of
carbon-enhanced stars ([C/Fe] ! 0.5)). The dashed lines
indicate the solar values.

IWP15, the sub-halos evolve at different rates, reach-
ing different metallicities at a given time (or the same
metallicity at different times, thus with different NSM
rates). As a consequence, the stars of a given [Ba/Fe]
are distributed in different metallicity regions when all
sub-halos are displayed (see red lines in Figure 2).
Figure 5 shows the results for case 2. The calculated

[r/Fe] values appear with very large star-to-star scatters
as those found in the Galactic halo stars, but at [Fe/H] !
−2.5, the metallicity substantially higher than [Fe/H] ∼
−3 in the observations. The mean value of our result
shows a sudden increase at [Fe/H] ∼ −2.5; however, the
observed [r/Fe] values gradually increase from [Fe/H] ∼
−3 to −2. Unlike case 1, the standard deviation overall
is small despite its large star-to-star scatter. The reason
is the constant star formation efficiency for case 2, kSF =
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Figure 5. Same as Figure 4, but for case 2.

0.20Gyr−1, which keeps all sub-halos to have the same
evolutionary path of [r/Fe] (see red lines in Figure 3),
resulting in a small standard deviation.
We find that our model of case 1 is successful in ex-

plaining the observational aspects of the r-process abun-
dances in Galactic halo stars: the large [r/Fe] dispersion
with highly r-process-enhanced stars at [Fe/H] " −2.5
and the mean value of [r/Fe], which gradually increases
with metallicity from [Fe/H] ∼ −3. Therefore, the
model of sub-halos with kSF ∝ Msub

+0.3 appears suit-
able to describe the chemical evolution of the Galactic
halo and thus we focus on case 1 in the subsequent dis-
cussion.

3.4. NSM Coalescence Timescales

In the previous subsections, the NSM coalescence
timescale tNSM was assumed as 100Myr for 95% of the
NSMs and 1Myr for the rest. In this subsection, we test
other choices of tNSM.
In order to examine the case of little contribution from

the short-lived NSMs, we first calculate a model using
only the long tNSM, that is, tNSM = 100Myr for all
NSMs. Figure 6 shows the calculated [Ba/Fe] evolu-
tion in the Galactic halo for case 1. The Galactic halo
has the metal-poor stars with sub-solar [Ba/Fe] values

*CS31082-001

*HD122563

indicated by the thinner (thicker) curves. The cumulative
number of CCSNe in each sub-halo monotonically increases
with time (Figure 1(a)). For NSMs, the cumulative number
steeply rises when the long-lived binaries start contributing at
100Myr. [Fe/H] monotonically increases with time for all of
the sub-halos; at a given time, [Fe/H] is greater for more
massive sub-halos because of their higher kSF. MDs for all of
the sub-halos are also shown in Figure 1(c). The metallicity at
the peak of each MD, [Fe/H]peak (Table 3), is in agreement with
the observed mass–metallicity relation (Kirby et al. 2013)
scaled downward by −0.4 dex to exclude the SNe Ia
contribution. The dark halo mass of each sub-halo, MD

(Table 3), estimated from the initial baryonic mass and the
initial baryon to dark mass ratio (which is assumed to be equal
to the cosmic value W W = ∼0.046 0.24 0.19B D ), implies

∝M M*D
0.7. Since the reasonable mass function of MD can be

regarded as ∝ −dN dM MD D
2 (e.g., Prantzos 2008 and

references therein), we obtain the sub-halo mass function as
∝ −M*

1.7. We find that the total MD (thick black curve)
weighted with the sub-halo mass function is in reasonable
agreement with the observed one (gray hatched region, An
et al. 2013). We also find that the evolution of Mg
(Figure 1(d), representative of CCSN products) is in reason-
able agreement with the observed stellar abundances of
Galactic halo stars. In contrast to r-process elements, the
observed scatter in [α/Fe] is known to be as small as the
measurement errors (e.g., Cayrel et al. 2004). This result is
consistent with such small scatters in [Mg/Fe] because each
evolutionary trend is almost independent of M*.

The resulting evolution of Eu (representative of r-process
elements) is presented in Figure 1(e) and compared to

observed stellar values. We note a transition from slow to
rapid evolution of [Eu/Fe] for each sub-halo at ∼100Myr as a
result of the contribution from long-lived binaries beginning.
The corresponding [Fe/H] (see Figure 1(b)) differs from one
sub-halo to another, being lower than [Fe/H] ∼ −3 for

⩽ ⊙M M* 10 .6 This indicates that the presence of stars at [Fe/H]
∼ −3 with star-to-star scatter in [Eu/Fe] (≲0.5 ) can be
interpreted as a result of NSM activity in sub-halos with
various kSF. Our model cannot, however, explain the presence
of r-process-enhanced stars with [Eu/Fe] >1. In addition, our
result predicts the presence of stars with [Eu/Fe] ∼ −1 for [Fe/
H] ≲ −3. This is due to the contribution of the short-lived NSM
at early times <( 100 Myr). Measurements of Eu in such stars
would be challenging because of the weak spectral lines. Such
a signature has been seen in the Ba abundances of EMP stars,
[Ba/Fe] ∼ −2 to −1 at [Fe/H] ≲ −3 (Figure 1(f)), which could
also be explained as being due to the contribution of short-lived

Figure 1. Evolution of the sub-halos with =⊙M M* 104, 105, 106, 107, 108, and ×2 108, respectively, indicated by the thinnest to thickest curves for Case 1. (a)
Cumulative numbers of NSMs (solid) and CCSNe (dashed) as functions of time. The horizontal dashed line marks the number of unity (see text for implications). (b)
[Fe/H] temporal evolutions. (c)MDs of sub-halos weighted with the sub-halo mass function and their sum (thick-black). Observational data of the Galactic halo (gray-
hatched histogram) are taken from the calibration catalog of An et al. (2013). (d)–(f) [Mg/Fe], [Eu/Fe], and [Ba/Fe] as functions of [Fe/H], respectively. The horizontal
and vertical lines indicate the solar values. Observational stellar values (dots) are taken from the SAGA database (Suda et al. 2008), excluding carbon-enhanced stars
that may have been affected by gas transfer in binaries.

Table 3
Results Related to MDs of Sub-halos

MD ( ⊙M ) [Fe/H]peak

M* ( ⊙M ) Case 1 Case 2 Case 1 Case 2

104 ×7.6 106 ×6.6 106 −2.63 −2.56
105 ×3.8 107 ×3.3 107 −2.33 −2.30
106 ×1.9 108 ×1.7 108 −2.03 −2.02
107 ×1.0 109 ×9.0 108 −1.74 −1.74
108 ×5 .3 109 ×5 .3 109 −1.46 −1.46

×2 108 ×8.8 109 ×9.3 109 −1.38 −1.39

3
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n-richness	(or	Ye)	in	dynamical/disk	ejecta

Shinya	WANAJO

v tidal	ejecta	(low	Ye)	and	
shock-heated	ejecta	(high	Ye)	
à	broad	distribution	of		
Ye	~	0.09-0.45	(see	also	
Goriely+2015;	Radice+2018)	

dynamical	ejecta;	Wanajo+2014 disk	wind;	Fujibayashi+2019,	in	prep.

v neutrino	absorption	in	the	
viscously	heated	ejecta		
à	high	Ye	>	0.3	(see	also	
Just+2015;	Lippner+2017)	
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nucleosynthesis	in	dynamical/disk	ejecta
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v production	of	r-elements	with	
few	light	trans-iron	elements		
(see	also	Goriely+2015;	
Radice+2018)	

dynamical	ejecta;	Wanajo+2014 disk	ejecta;	Fujibayashi+2019,	in	prep.

v production	of	light	trans-iron	
elements	with	few	r-elements	
(see	also	Just+2015;	
Lippner+2017)	
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what	are	the	r-process	elements? �
r-process	“residuals”	
=	solar	abundances		
–	s-process	component	

	

v elements	of	A	>	90	
are	made	by	the	r-
process	(including	
2nd	and	3rd	peaks)	

v but,	those	of	A	<	90,	
“light	trans-iron	
nuclei”,	can	be	made	
in	NSE	or	QSE	
(including	1st	peak)	

mass	number

r-process	residuals	to	the	solar	system	abundances
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free	expansion	(FE)	models
v  free	expansion	(FE)	models	that	

mimic	the	physical	conditions	
of	merger	outflows	(either	of	
dynamical	and	disk	ejecta)	

v three	parameters:	
	(v/c,	S,	Ye)	
=	(0.05-0.30,	10-35,	0.01-0.50)	
with	intervals	(0.05,	5,	0.01)	
in	total	NFE	=	1800	models	
(S	is	in	units	of	kB/nuc)	

OMEG15 Shinya	WANAJO

Wanajo	2018		

boundaries:	
ρ0	=	1.4×109	g	cm-3	

R0	=	150	km

parameters:	(v/c,	S,	Ye)	

radial	expansion

ì

îí

ë

r-process and kilonovae 3

early “blue” emission indicates a lanthanide-free (Z <
57) component in the ejecta (Metzger & Fernández
2014; Kasen et al. 2015; Tanaka et al. 2018), the
late-time (> a few days) emission in red-optical
and near-infrared wavelengths confirms the pres-
ence of freshly synthesized lanthanides that have
high opacities (Barnes & Kasen 2013; Kasen et al.
2013; Tanaka & Hotokezaka 2013). However, the in-
ferred mass fraction of lanthanides and heavier in the
ejecta is only ≈ 10−4–10−2 (e.g., Arcavi et al. 2017;
Chornock et al. 2017; Nicholl et al. 2017; Waxman et al.
2017). It is questionable, therefore, if the merger made
heavy r-process elements such as gold and uranium.
Moreover, such photometric analyses alone cannot dis-
criminate between lanthanides and heavier elements.
Another problem is the large amount of ejecta from

the merger; the inferred masses of the blue and red
components are, respectively, ≈ 0.01–0.02M⊙ with the
outflow velocity of ≈ 0.2 c (c is the speed of light) and
≈ 0.04M⊙ with≈ 0.1 c (e.g., Cowperthwaite et al. 2017;
Nicholl et al. 2017). The total mass ≈ 0.05–0.06M⊙ is
too large to be fulfilled by the dynamical ejecta of
! 0.01M⊙ (Hotokezaka et al. 2013; Bauswein et al.
2013; Sekiguchi et al. 2016; Radice et al. 2016). The
disk outflows may eject more material of ∼ 0.01–0.1M⊙

but with smaller velocity (∼ 0.05 c, Dessart et al.
2009; Metzger & Fernández 2014; Just et al. 2015;
Siegel & Metzger 2017; Shibata et al. 2017; Fujibayashi et al.
2018). Note that most of the above estimates for
the kilonova ejecta were based on the power-law-type
heating rates (e.g., ≈ 2 × 1010 t−1.3 erg g−1 s−1,
Metzger et al. 2010; Wanajo et al. 2014) originating
from the decaying radioactivities with A ∼ 130.
In this paper we revisit the issue of the radioactive

heating rates in NS merger ejecta, which is supposed
to be the first of the series of papers that explore the
physical conditions for the r-process by using a multi-
component free-expansion model described in § 2. Nu-
cleosynthetic abundances are obtained by using free-
expansion models that cover a wide range of parame-
ters (expansion velocity, entropy, and electron fraction).
The heating rates are then calculated as an ensemble of
free-expansion models with their weighted abundances,
which fit the r-process residuals to the solar system
abundances (Goriely 1999) for two cases: a) A ≥ 69
and b) A ≥ 90 (§ 3). The resultant heating rates are
presented in § 4 with discussion on the contributions
from β-decay, α-decay, and fission. In § 5, the heating
rates for the two cases by adopting the thermalization
efficiencies in Barnes et al. (2016) are compared with
the kilonova light curve of the NS merger GW170817.
Summary and conclusions follow in § 6.

2. MULTI-COMPONENT FREE-EXPANSION
MODEL

First, we define a free expansion (FE) model to be
used throughout this study. Provided that a spherically
symmetric, homogeneous gaseous matter adiabatically
expands with time t, the temporal evolution of matter
density is given by

ρ(t) = ρ0

(

1 +
t

R0/v

)−3

, (1)

where ρ0 = 1.4×109 g cm−3 and R0 = 150 km are taken
as the density and radius at t = 0 (a similar approach
can be seen in Freiburghaus et al. 1999; Farouqi et al.
2010). Although the FE model (hereafter FE) itself is
site-independent, these boundaries are chosen according
to the result of the hydrodynamical simulation of a NS
merger in Wanajo et al. (2014). The radial expansion
velocity v in Eq. (1) is assumed to be constant, which is
one of free parameters in a FE described below.
An ensemble of FEs constitutes a multi-component FE

(mFE) model such that the nucleosynthetic abundances
satisfy

Yi =
NFE
∑

j=1

φjYFE,i,j , (2)

where Yi is the abundance of the ith isotope in the mFE,
YFE,i,j the abundance of the ith isotope in the jth FE,
and φj a weight for the jth FE (see a similar approach
in Bouquelle et al. 1996; Goriely & Arnould 1996). A
set of φj ’s will be determined in § 3.
Each FE involves three free parameters, namely, a

constant expansion velocity v, an initial entropy S
(in units of Boltzmann constant per nucleon, kB/nuc),
and an initial electron fraction (proton-to-nucleon ra-
tio) Ye. In this study the ranges of these parameters
are taken to be (v/c, S, Ye) = (0.05–0.30, 10–35, 0.01–
0.50) with the intervals of (∆(v/c),∆S,∆Ye) = (0.05, 5,
0.01). These cover the ranges in the bulk of dynamical
ejecta (e.g., Wanajo et al. 2014) and disk outflows (e.g.,
Fujibayashi et al. 2018). In Eq. (2), therefore, the total
number of FEs is NFE = 6× 6× 50 = 1800.
Nucleosynthetic abundances for each FE are ob-

tained by using a nuclear reaction network code, rNET,
described in Wanajo et al. (2001, 2014). rNET con-
sists of 6300 isotopes of Z = 1–110 with experimen-
tal rates when available (e.g., JINA REACLIB V2.01,
Cyburt et al. 2010; Nuclear Wallet Cards2) and theo-
retical estimates otherwise (e.g., TALYS, Goriely et al.

1 https://groups.nscl.msu.edu/jina/reaclib/db/index.php.
2 http://www.nndc.bnl.gov/wallet/



let’s	think	of	two	fittings	to	r-residuals
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Wanajo	2018;	r-residuals	from	Goriely	1999

A	≥	69	(light	trans-Fe	+	r-elements)	

v Xlan	=	0.014	(consistent	with	obs.)	
A	≥	90	(r-elements	only)	

v Xlan	=	0.086	(inconsistent	with	
obs.)	



heating	rates
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Wanajo	2018

A	≥	69	(light	trans-iron	dominant)	

v not	scaled	by	a	power	law	but	
rather	by	an	exponential	
during	1-15	days	

A	≥	90	(r-process	dominant)	

v well	scaled	by	a	power	law	as	
in	previous	studies	(e.g.,	
Metzger	et	al.	2010)	



heating	rates	from	individual	β-decays

OMEG15 Shinya	WANAJO

Wanajo	2018

A	≥	69	(light	trans-iron	dominant)	

v two	decay	chains	are	identified:	
66Ni	(2.3	d)	à	66Cu	(5.1	m)	à	66Zn	
72Zn	(1.9	d)	à	72Ga	(14	h)	à	72Ge	

A	≥	90	(r-process	dominant)	

v a	number	of	A	~	130	nuclei	
contribute	as	in	previous	
studies	(e.g.,	Metzger+2010)	



comparison	with	kilonova	of	GW170817
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Wanajo	2018;	thermalization	factors	in	Barnes 2016	adopted

A	≥	69	(light	trans-iron	dominant)	

v  light	curve	can	be	well	explained	
by	the	decays	of	66Ni	and	72Zn	

A	≥	90	(r-process	dominant)	

v  light	curve	is	inconsistent	
with	the	heating	rate	



if	this	is	the	case	for	GW170817…
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Wanajo	2018

bulk	ejecta	of	the	NS	merger	
GW170817	

	

v 85%	( 	0.05	M¤)	are	light	
trans-iron	nuclei	made	in	
NSE/QSE	(not	r-process)	
à	disk	ejecta?	

v only	15%	( 0.01	M¤)	are		
r-process	nuclei	
à	dynamical	ejecta?	

	



nucleosynthesis	in	disk	ejecta
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DD2-135;	Fujibayashi,	Wanajo+2019,	in	prep. 2D	simulation	with	general	
relativistic	and	(approx.)	
neutrino	transport	

v three	combinations	of	
EOSs	and	(equal)	neutron	
star	masses:	
DD2-135	(1.35	M¤)	
DD2-125	(1.25	M¤)	
SFHo-125	(1.25	M¤)	

v no	BH	formation	(<	2-4	s)	

v  (Mej,	vej/c)		
=	(0.073,	0.089):	DD2-135	
=	(0.092,	0.074):	DD2-125	
=	(0.042,	0.109):	SFHo-125	



role	of	neutrinos
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Fujibayashi,	Wanajo+2019,	in	prep.

v mass	ejection	is	predominantly	
due	to	viscosity	heating	
(assuming	avis	=	0.04),	but	

v neutrino	flux	is	high	enough	to	
reach	equilibrium	(Ye	~	0.35	at	
freezeout;	~	1	MeV)	similar	to	
CCSNe	
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same	problems	as	CCSNe?
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Ye	distribution	for	a	9.6	M¤	CCSN;	Müller	2016

v  in	CCSN	simulations,	a	
simplified	neutrino	
transport	schemes	(like	
those	used	in	this	study)	
underpredict	Ye	values	by	
ΔYe	~	0.1	

v therefore,	we	test	the	
cases	with	Ye	distributions	
systematically	shifted	by	
ΔYe	~	+0.05	and	+0.1	

Müller 7
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Figure 3. Binned distribution of the electron fraction Ye in the early ejecta
for different explosion models of a 9.6 M⊙ star 270 ms after bounce. The
plots show the relative contribution !Mej/Mej to the total mass of (shocked)
ejecta in bins with !Ye = 0.01. The upper panel shows theYe-distribution for
the 2D model of Janka et al. (2012) computed using the vertex-coconut
code (Müller et al. 2010). The bottom panel illustrates the effect of stochastic
variations and dimensionality using several 2D models (thin lines) and a 3D
model computed with the coconut-fmt code of Müller & Janka (2015)
(thick lines). Note that the dispersion in Ye in the early ejecta is similar for
both codes, though the average Ye in the early ejecta is spuriously low when
less accurate neutrino transport is used (fmt instead of Vertex). The bottom
panel is therefore only intended to show differential effects between different
models, and is not a prediction of the absolute value of Ye. It suggests that
(i) stochastic variations do not strongly affect the distribution of Ye in the
ejecta, and that (ii) the resulting distribution of Ye in 2D and 3D is relatively
similar.

(Martı́nez-Pinedo et al. 2012; Roberts, Reddy, & Shen 2012),
or flavour oscillations involving sterile neutrinos (Wu et al.
2014) could lower Ye somewhat. Wu et al. (2014) found a sig-
nificant reduction of Ye by up to 0.15 in some of the ejecta,
but these results may depend sensitively on the assumption
that collective flavour oscillations are still suppressed during
the phase in question. Moreover, Wu et al. (2014) pointed out
that a reduction of Ye with the help of active-sterile flavour
conversion might require delicate fine-tuning to avoid shut-
ting off neutrino heating before the onset of the explosion
due to the disappearance of νe’s (which could be fatal to the
explosion mechanism).

Moreover, whether ECSNe necessarily need to co-produce
Ag and Pd with Sr, Y, and Zr is by no means clear. Whilst ob-

served abundance trends may suggest such a co-production,
the abundance patterns of elements between Sr and Ag in
metal-poor stars appear less robust (Hansen, Montes, & Ar-
cones 2014); and the failure of unaltered models to produce
Ag and Pd may not be indicative of a severe tension with
observations.

2.2.3 Other nucleosynthesis scenarios for
electron-capture supernovae

There are at least two other potentially interesting sites for
nucleosynthesis in ECSN-like supernovae. For ‘classical’
ECSN-progenitors with more extreme density profiles, it
has been proposed that the rapid acceleration of the shock
in the steep density gradient outside the core can lead to
sufficiently high post-shock entropies (s ∼ 100 kb/nucleon)
and short expansion time-scales (τexp ∼ 10−4 s) to allow r-
process nucleosynthesis in the thin shells outside the core
(Ning, Qian, & Meyer 2007). This has not been borne
out by numerical simulations, however (Janka et al. 2008;
Hoffman et al. 2008). When the requisite high entropy is
reached, the post-shock temperature has already dropped far
too low to dissociate nuclei, and the expansion timescale
does not become sufficiently short for the scenario of Ning
et al. (2007) to work. The proposed r-process in the rapidly
expanding shocked shells would require significantly dif-
ferent explosion dynamics, e.g., a much higher explosion
energy.

The neutrino-driven wind that is launched after accretion
onto the proto-neutron star has been completely subsided
has long been discussed as a potential site of r-process nu-
cleosynthesis in supernovae (Woosley et al. 1994; Takahashi,
Witti, & Janka 1994; Qian & Woosley 1996; Cardall & Fuller
1997; Thompson, Burrows, & Meyer 2001; Arcones, Janka,
& Scheck 2007; Arcones & Thielemann 2013). ECSN-like
explosions are in many respects the least favourable site for
an r-process in the neutrino-driven wind since they produce
low-mass neutron stars, which implies low wind entropies
and long expansion timescales (Qian & Woosley 1996), i.e.,
conditions that are detrimental to r-process nucleosynthesis.
However, ECSNe are unique in as much as the neutrino-
driven wind can be calculated self-consistently with Boltz-
mann neutrino transport (Hüdepohl et al. 2009; Fischer et al.
2010) without the need to trigger an explosion artificially.
These simulations revealed a neutrino-driven wind that is
not only of moderate entropy (s ! 140kb/nucleon even at
late times), but also becomes increasingly proton-rich with
time, in which case the νp-process (Fröhlich et al. 2006)
could potentially operate. The most rigorous nucleosyn-
thesis calculations for the neutrino-driven wind in ECSNe
so far (Pllumbi et al. 2015) are based on simulations that
properly account for nucleon interaction potentials in the
neutrino opacities (Martı́nez-Pinedo et al. 2012; Roberts
et al. 2012) and have also explored the effects of collec-
tive flavour oscillations, active-sterile flavour conversion.
Pllumbi et al. (2015) suggest that wind nucleosynthesis in
ECSNe is rather mundane: Neither does the νp-process
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nucleosynthesis
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v similar	results	among	three	
models	with	dominant	
production	of	A	=	50-100		
but	few	heavy	r-nuclei	

v higher	Ye	cases	obtain	more	
nuclei	of	A	=	50-70	including	
56Ni	and	66Ni	

comparison	for	different	models comparison	for	different	Ye	distribution



heating	rates	from	β-decays
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v two	dominant	decay	chains:	
56Ni	(6.1	d)	à	56Co	(77	d)	à	56Fe	
66Ni	(2.3	d)	à	66Cu	(5.1	m)	à	66Zn	

v higher	Ye	cases	exhibit	greater	
heating	rates	(by	factors	of	2	
and	4)	because	of	more	
abundant	56Ni	and	66Ni	

individual	heating	rates	for	DD2-135 total	heating	rates	for	different	models



v kilonova	associated	with	GW170817	
-	dominant	radioactive	energy	likely	from	66Ni	and	56Ni	(not	r-nuclei)	
-	ejecta	are	dominated	by	light	trans-iron	elements	from	disk	ejecta	
-	no	evidence	for	production	of	heavy	r-nuclei	beyond	lanthanides	

v problems	to	be	solved	
-	ejecta	mass	cannot	be	constrained	better	than	a	factor	of	several		
-	more	accurate	neutrino	transport	is	needed	for	better	Ye	prediction	
-	what	can	be	a	“smoking	gun”	of	heavy	r-nuclei	production?	

summary	and	outlook
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